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RE: MS: 1458689704287049
Dear Editor
Thank you very much for sending us the comments of the reviewers to our article
“Hypericum perforatum treatment: effect on behaviour and neurogenesis in a chronic stress model
in mice”.
We have now revised the manuscript according to their suggestions and in particular:
Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)
Affiliations: Each affiliation should be written in full, in the following format:
Department, Institute, (Street), City, (Postal code), Country. This may mean repeating institutional
addresses if the authors are from different departments within an institution. Please ensure that
these are displayed on the title page.
Ok corrected
Figures: Please provide a short overall title for each figure. Each figure should have a single title figures can have multiple parts and corresponding legends, but should have a single
composite/overall title.
Ok corrected
Figures: Figure 2 has been submitted as more than one page. We ask that if a figure consists of
separate pages, then a single composite illustration file should be submitted which contains all parts
of the figure on a single page. If this is not possible, we recommend that page 1 be submitted as
figure 1, page 2 as figure 2, and page 3 as figure 3, etc. Please remember to change any references
to the figures in the manuscript file after any changes.
Ok corrected
Figures: Figure 4 has been submitted as more than one page. We ask that if a figure consists of
separate pages, then a single composite illustration file should be submitted which contains all parts
of the figure on a single page. If this is not possible, we recommend that page 1 be submitted as
figure 1, page 2 as figure 2, and page 3 as figure 3, etc. Please remember to change any references
to the figures in the manuscript file after any changes.
Ok corrected
References: References should be cited in the text using consecutive numbers in square brackets.
Please do not use superscript numbers. Also, please place the reference before the full stop. For
example 'text [1].'
Already done
Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your
manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)
Highlighting/tracking: Please remove all highlighting and tracking from the manuscript.

Ok corrected
Competing interests: Please insert this section directly before the authors' contributions.
Ok corrected
Author Details: Please rename this section 'Authors' information'. Figures: The image file should
not include the title (e.g. Figure 1... etc.) or figure number. The legend and title should be part of
the manuscript file after the reference list. The figures are numbered automatically in the order in
which they are uploaded.
Ok corrected

With best regards,
Edoardo Spina

